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Abstract. The ease of hot mix asphalt (HMA) mixture for compacting describes workability of the HMA mixture. This
study developed a simple workability index (WI) and applied it to investigate effect of aggregate gradation on workability of
HMA mixtures. Such mixture specimens were prepared with 6 types of aggregate gradation. The Marshall compactor and
the steel roller compactor were employed to fabricate the specimens. The index was applied to identify workability of HMA
specimens, even though they were fabricated with different compactors. WI of HMA mixture was low, when the fraction of
stone or sand within the HMA mixture was high. Interlocking makes the aggregates difficult to displacement by compaction.
WI of HMA mixture can be high, when the mixture uses aggregate gradation falling slightly above the Fuller curve. Sand
particles within the aggregate gradation, contacts disappear between stone particles, so interlocking of stone particles is
weak. As a result, the stone particles are easily shifted by the compaction load.
Keywords: workability, index, HMA mixture, compaction, aggregate gradation, interlocking, aggregates packing.

1. Introduction
Workability is a property describing the ease of hot
mix asphalt (HMA) mixtures for constructing [1]. If HMA
mixture is less workable, it cannot be compacted properly.
As a result, performance of a HMA mixture may be poor. A
very workable HMA mixture should be avoided, since it
may deform easier under a repeated traffic load. The illustrations confirm that workability is an important property,
since the properties affect performance of HMA in the field
[2].
Past researchers introduced some methods for the
workability assessment. The methods employed some devices like torque-meter [1], gyratory compactor [3] and
modified roller compactor [4]. However, standards of HMA
mixtures in many countries still employ the Marshall
compactor as a basis to fabricate HMA mixture specimens;
and workability evaluation generally has not yet been included in the standards. Asphalt industries in some countries generally have not adopted the methods to evaluate
workability of HMA mixture yet. Therefore development

of a simple method for workability assessment applicable
for any type of HMA mixture compactor can be useful.
Aggregate gradation is one of the factors affecting
workability of HMA mixture [2]. Aggregate gradation fitting the maximum density line will be typically the easiest
to be compacted. Aggregate gradation with strong interlocking was difficult to displacement by the compaction
[5]. Aggregate gradation passing above the restricted zone
could be less workable than that passing below the restricted
zone [1]. However, none of those studies has identified the
basic characteristic of aggregate gradation affecting workability of a HMA mixture.
The Bailey method provides a rational guideline to
evaluate aggregates packing within HMA mixtures. It assumes that a HMA mixture is composed of stone, interceptor, coarse sand and fine sand particles. Stone or coarse
sand particles act as backbone aggregates supporting traffic load. Fine sands fill-in the spaces between backbone
aggregates. Interceptors are too large to fit in the voids created by larger coarse aggregate particles. Excessive inter-
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ceptors and fine sands reduce packing of backbone aggregates. The Bailey method categorises HMA mixtures into
3 kinds: stone mastic asphalt (SMA), coarse graded and
fine graded. Gradation of those HMA mixtures can be evaluated by the Bailey criteria. For satisfying the Bailey criteria
it is important to achieve dense packing of backbone aggregates within the HMA mixtures. Aggregates packing
affects the mechanical properties of the HMA mixture [6].
However, the effect of aggregates packing on workability
of HMA mixture has not been clarified yet.
This study is aimed to develop a simple workability
index (WI) and to apply the index for studying the effect of
aggregate gradation on workability of HMA mixtures. Such
mixture specimens were prepared with 6 aggregate gradations. The Marshall compactor and the steel roller compactor
were employed to fabricate the specimens. The index developed in this study could be employed to evaluate workability of HMA specimens, even though the specimens were
compacted by different compactors. Spherical aggregates
assembly models were employed in this study as an aid to
understand the effect of aggregates gradation and aggregates packing on workability of HMA mixture.
2. Development of WI
In this study, a loose HMA mixture is assumed as a
mixture of aggregates coated by a very thin asphalt film.
Initial porosity of the loose HMA mixture should be relatively high, since the coated aggregate particles are just in
contact without any outside compaction effort being ap-

plied or with a very minimum compaction effort applied.
During compaction, stone and sand particles in HMA mixture are continuously re-oriented, and porosity of the HMA
mixture gradually reduces. Asphalt films are lubricants for
aggregates. Sand particles occupy spaces between stone
particles or are mixed with asphalt and fillers forming an
asphalt mastic. Due to compaction energy, aggregates are
quickly re-oriented and porosity of the HMA mixture greatly
reduced. A compacted HMA mixture is assumed as a denseaggregates mixture with asphalt and voids. Fig 1 illustrates
simple models of the aggregates mixture and the compacted
HMA mixture.
A workable HMA mixture can be compacted easier
than an unworkable HMA mixture. Under the same
compaction energy, porosity of the workable HMA mixture decreases more than that of the unworkable HMA mixture [3, 4]. Use of high asphalt content generally enhances
workability of HMA mixtures [5, 7]. From the past researches it can be assumed that porosity reduction and asphalt content are the factors affecting workability of HMA
mixtures. This study employs parameters of (VIG-VIM) and
Vbe shown in Fig 1 to describe the porosity reduction and
the volume of effective asphalt, respectively.
Fig 2 illustrates the contact situations of three bonded
spherical particles. Top spherical aggregate is trapped between bottom spherical aggregates, so the top spherical
aggregate is interlocked between the bottom ones. This
mechanical interlocking governs the strength of the spherical aggregates assembly against displacement. Fig 2 shows

Fig 1. Model of aggregates mixture and compacted HMA mixture

Fig 2. Effect of diameter size on θ and interlocking depth of spherical aggregate assemblies
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that contact angle (θ) determines the spatial configuration
of spherical aggregates in the assembly. Fig 2 also illustrated that diameter size of spherical particles affects θ.
Spherical particles with the same diameter size construct
an assembly with θ larger than that constructed in a spherical particles assembly with different size of diameter [8].
Greater θ is positive to obtain a greater mechanical interlocking. Greater θ creates a spherical aggregates assembly
with deeper interlocking depth on the top spherical aggregates. Since the top spherical aggregate is trapped in a deeper
location, the spherical aggregates assembly has stronger
interlocking against the load. Consequently, interlocking
of single-size spherical aggregates assembly is stronger than
that of multi-size spherical aggregates assembly. Past research indicated that aggregates interlocking affected workability of HMA mixture [5]. This study employs the interlocking model of spherical aggregates assembly as a basis
to introduce aggregates interlocking component of WI.
The backbone aggregates is a main source for developing the aggregates interlocking in HMA mixture. Either
stone skeleton or sand skeleton can be a source of aggregates interlocking within HMA mixture. Sand particles are
a major fraction in HMA mixture with sand skeleton. Stone
particles are a major fraction in HMA mixture with stone
skeleton [9]. This study assumes that proportion of stone
fraction and sand fraction in HMA mixture can indicate
which aggregates are more dominant as the backbone aggregates. Volume of the backbone aggregates (BAV) is volume of aggregates fraction with a higher proportion. Volume of minor aggregates (MAV) is volume of aggregates
fraction with a lower proportion. A parameter of (MAV/BAV)
may illustrate heterogeneity of aggregates in HMA mixture. When MAV/BAV is near to 1, volume proportion between stone fraction and sand fraction is towards a balance. When the proportion between stone fraction and sand
fraction is almost same, the aggregates mixture is considered in this study as the multi-size spherical aggregates assembly. When BAV is significantly more than MAV, then
MAV/BAV is small. In this case, one of aggregate fractions,
whether stone fraction or sand fraction, is very dominant
within the aggregate mixture. This study considered the
aggregates mixture as the single-size spherical aggregates
assembly. Since aggregates interlocking in the single-size
spherical aggregates assembly is different with that of the
multi-size spherical aggregates assembly and the parameter of (MAV/BAV) may identify the type of spherical aggregates assembly, this study employs (MAV/BAV) to represent aggregates interlocking component of WI.
The models of spherical assembly simplify the aggregate particles in HMA mixture as spherical particles. In fact,
real aggregates used in HMA mixture do not always fit the
assumption. The real stone particles may be angular. Angularity increases aggregates interlocking of HMA mixture
with stone skeleton. On the other hand, the HMA mixture
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Fig 3. Spherical aggregates assemblies with small and large spherical aggregates occupying the same room

with sand skeleton comprises large numbers of sand particles. If the single size spherical aggregates assembly presented in Fig 2 is considered as a unit of spherical aggregates assembly, sand particles within the sand skeleton of
HMA mixture construct large units of spherical aggregates
assembly. Fig 3 compares structures of aggregates interlocking in the assemblies with small and large spherical
aggregates occupying the same room. Fig 3 shows the assembly with small spherical particles creates large numbers of aggregates interlocking than that in the assembly
with large spherical particles. Enlargement of aggregates
interlocking due to the nature of real stone skeleton or sand
skeleton of HMA mixture is also considered when developing WI.
WI includes (VIG-VIM), Vbe, and aggregates interlocking. Both (MAV/BAV) and the enlargement effect, either
created by angularity of stone particle or by large numbers
of sand particles, illustrate aggregates interlocking characteristic, and both of them simultaneously affect workability of HMA mixture. The equations (1) to (4) present WI
formulation and other associated variables.

 MAV   1 
WI = (VIG − VIM ) ⋅ Vbe ⋅ 
 ⋅   ,
 BAV   f 

(1)

Vbe = VMA − VIM ,

(2)

V> 2,36 = (1 − VMA ) ⋅ P> 2,36 ,

(3)

V< 2,36 = (1 − VMA ) ⋅ P< 2,36 ,

(4)

where BAV — volume of aggregate fraction with a higher
proportion (%); either V<2,36 or V>2,36 may be as BAV depending on which volume of aggregates fraction is larger;
MAV – volume of aggregate fraction with lower proportion; f – the enlargement factor; VMA – voids in mineral
aggregates; P>2,36 – aggregates are retained the sieve size
2,36 mm, %; P<2,36 – aggregates are passing the sieve size
2,36 mm, %.
Value of f for a HMA mixture with V>2,36 > V<2,36 is
decided as follows. Douglas (2002) investigated the effect
of angularity on friction angle of rock-fill granular mixtures at several normal stresses, namely low stress
(0,1 MPa), medium stress (0,5 MPa) and high stress
(1 MPa). The study showed that the rock-fill granular mixtures with round to sub-angular rock-fill particles had almost the same friction angles, namely 46,7˚, 42,2˚ and 40,3˚
at the low, medium and high normal stresses, respectively.
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On the other hand, the rock-fill granular mixtures with angular particles had larger friction angles, namely 48,8˚, 44,4˚
and 42,6˚ at the low, medium and high normal stresses,
respectively [10]. From the Douglas’s study (2002), angularity increased friction angles of rock-fill granular mixtures about 4–6 % higher. The authors assume that increase
of friction angle may indicate increase of aggregates interlocking as many as 5 % in HMA mixture with V>2,36 > V<2,36
and uses the crushed stone. Therefore, f of the HMA mixture is taken as 1,05 in this study.
No study has been reported to quantify effect of sand
particles on the aggregates interlocking associated with
workability of HMA mixture. For a HMA mixture has V<2,36
> V>2,36, fraction of sand particles is higher than that of
stone fraction, and the sand particles in the HMA mixture
are relatively more dominant acting as the backbone aggregates in the HMA mixture. Since the use of large sand in
HMA mixture with sand skeleton potentially increases aggregates interlocking significantly, in this preliminary study
the authors discuss the use of V<2,36/V>2,36 as f for the HMA
mixture with V<2,36 > V>2,36.

Table 1. Individual porosity of the mineral aggregates sources
Porosity (%)

CA6

CA7

Sc

CS

FS

42,3

43,1

30,4

36,0

40,2

Note: CA6 and CA7 are categories of the coarse aggregates and
medium aggregates in Japan. Sc, CS and FS are abbreviations of
mineral screenings, coarse sand and fine sand sources.
Table 2. Proportion of the mineral aggregates and filler sources
for each gradation
Gradation
1
2
3
4
5
6

CA6
(%)
49
42
36,9
24,9
22
18

CA7
(%)
23
30
23,6
–
23
–

Sc
(%)
15
–
35,4
72,5
–
73

CS
(%)
7
23
–
0,3
0,47
5

FS
(%)
–
1
3,7
0,5
2
2

Filler
(%)
6
4
0,4
1,8
6
2

VIG
(%)
40,14
41,03
38,19
33,49
39,32
33,08

Table 3. Size distributions of the aggregates gradations
Sieve size
(mm)

Gradation
1

2

3

4

5

6

13

100

100

100

100

100

100

3. Experimental work

10

87,1

86,0

90,2

91,7

92,7

95,2

5

48,4

53,9

60,2

75,2

74,8

82,3

3.1. HMA materials and aggregate blends evaluation

2,5

25,0

28,4

32,0

59,3

55,2

66,0

1,2

20,9

23,5

25,9

47,2

45,2

53,0

Mineral aggregates and straight asphalt of Pen 60/80
used in this study are produced in Japan. Coarse and medium aggregates, screening, and coarse and fine sand were
involved as mineral aggregates. Table 1 presents individual
porosity of the mineral aggregates sources. The rodding
procedure outlined in AASHTO T-19 was applied to obtain
an individual porosity of the mineral aggregates sources.
Six aggregate gradations were prepared by combined
mineral aggregates and filler sources. Table 2 presents proportion of the mineral aggregates sources for each aggregate blend with their VIG. Equation (5) was employed to
calculate VIG.

VIG =

i =1
n

,

17,8

15,6

26,9

34,1

31,2

11,3

10,7

19,9

20,9

22,3

0,15

9,1

6,8

5,6

12,6

11,7

13,5

7,7

4,9

4,2

9,6

7,9

10,1

Stone content
(P> 2 ,3 6 )

75,0

71,6

68,0

40,8

44,9

34,0

Sand and filler
content (P< 2 ,3 6 )

25,0

28,4

32,0

59,3

55,2

66,0

Table 4. Results of gradation evaluation by the Bailey method
Gradation

(5)

∑ Wi

i =1

where Pi — individual porosity of the mineral aggregates
source; Wi — proportion of the mineral aggregates sources
used to develop aggregate blending (as in Table 2).
Fig 4 illustrates the gradation curves, the Fuller curve,
the control points and the restricted zone specified by the
Indonesian specification of wearing course mixture. Gradations 1 and 6 stay slightly outside the control points. Table 3 presents the size distributions. The Bailey method was
applied to evaluate aggregates packing of the six gradations. Table 4 illustrates results of the evaluation.

15,0
11,8

0,075

n

∑ Pi ⋅ Wi

0,6
0,3

CA

FAca

FAfa

1

0,40
(0,25–0,4)b

0,61
(0,6–0,85)

0,61
(0,6–0,85)

2

0,48
(0,5–0,65)

0,64
(0,35–0,50)

0,38
(0,35–0,50)

3

0,61
(0,5–0,65)

0,50
(0,35–0,50)

0,36
(0,35–0,50)

4

0,59
(0,5–0,65)

0,46
(0,35–0,50)

0,47
(0,35–0,50)

5

0,69
(0,5–0,65)

0,63
(0,35–0,50)

0,34
(0,35–0,50)

FG CAc

FG FAcc

FG FAfc

1,67
(0,6–1,0)

0,43
(0,35–0,5)

Not defined

6
aCA

Values of Bailey ratios
a

– coarse aggregate ratio. FAc – fine aggregate coarse ratio.
FAf – fine aggregate fine ratio. bNumbers in round brackets are
the Bailey criteria, ie suggested values of the Bailey ratios for
each HMA type aforementioned in 1 [6]. c FG CA – CA ratio for
fine dense graded mixture, FG FAc – FAc ratio for fine dense graded
mixture, FG FAf – FAf ratio for fine dense graded mixture.
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Table 5. Performance requirements of Indonesian wearing course
mixture [11]
The properties of asphalt mixture
Voids in mineral aggregates (VMA), %
Voids in the mixture (VIM) after 2 × 75 blows, %
Voids filled with asphalt (VFA), %
VIM at refusal density
Stability, kN
Flow, mm
Marshall Quotient, kN/mm
Retained stability index, %a
Asphalt absorption, %

Specified
values
15
4,9–5,9
65
2,5
8
2
2
85
1,2

aRetained

stability index in comparison with the stabilities after
the specimens were soaked for 24 h and 30 min.
Table 6. Results of HMA were mixture design and pertinent properties of the Marshall cylindrical specimens

Fig 4. Aggregate gradations used in this research

Mixture

OAC,
%

VMA,
%

VIM,
%

Vbe,
%

V>2,36,
%

V<2,36,
%

10,66

63,58

21,17

1

5,34

15,25

4,59

3.2. HMA mixture design procedure and the results

2

5,83

16,87

5,56

11,31

59,55

23,58

The following procedures were carried out to design
HMA mixtures in this study.
1. Prepare and examine aggregates, sand, filler and
asphalt binder.
2. Fabricate Marshall briquettes with 6 asphalt contents. Every sample was subjected by 75 blows
of each side.
3. Measure and determine design properties, ie volumetric parameters, stability and flow, with each
sample.
4. Determine the 3 asphalt contents to conduct the
refusal density compaction. The first asphalt content was initially determined so that the air voids
of compacted sample approximately corresponded to 6 %. After that, the other asphalt contents were decided as 0,5 % lower and 0,5%
higher than the first asphalt content. The duplicate specimens were made for each asphalt content.
5. Prepare and examine aggregates, sand, filler and
asphalt binder.
6. Determine air voids of the samples fabricated by
the refusal density compaction.
7. Perform comprehensive evaluation of the asphalt
mixture properties to obtain an acceptable range
of asphalt content based on the specified requirements as presented in Table 5.
8. Determine the optimum asphalt content (OAC),
namely the median of satisfactory asphalt contents range obtained from step 7.
Table 6 presents results of the HMA mixture design.
Then the Marshall cylindrical specimen was fabricated at
respective OAC of the 6 HMA mixtures for the workability

3

5,31

16,93

5,94

11,00

56,51

26,56

4

5,41

17,78

5,95

11,83

33,51

48,72

5

5,62

15,32

5,17

10,15

37,98

46,70

6

5,37

17,46

5,86

11,60

28,10

54,44

Table 7. Pertinent properties of the slab specimens
Mixture

VMA, %

VIM, %

Vbe, %

V>2,36, %

V<2,36, %

1

15,1
15,7

4,4
5,1

10,7
10,6

67,0
67,0

22,3
22,3

2

17,0
16,1

6,1
5,1

10,9
11,0

63,9
63,8

25,3
25,3

3

18,5
17,3

8,0
6,7

10,5
10,7

60,9
60,8

28,6
28,6

4

16,3
17,6

4,4
5,9

11,9
11,8

36,0
35,9

52,2
52,3

5

16,5
16,6

6,3
6,3

10,3
10,3

40,3
40,3

49,5
49,5

6

19,7
20,4

8,4
9,1

11,3
11,2

30,2
30,2

58,5
58,6

assessment. Each specimen had 75 blows on each side. The
specimens were prepared as a triplicate for each type of
HMA mixture. Table 6 also illustrated pertinent properties
of the Marshall cylindrical specimens. Each value of the
properties was an average value from 3 specimens. Each
reference number of the mixture is the same as the number
of aggregate gradation.
3.3. Compaction of the slab HMA mixture specimen
A laboratory steel roller compactor was used to fabricate a slab specimen with the dimension of
300 × 300 × 50 mm. The following settings of the steel
roller compactor were commonly applied in Japan to pro-
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Table 8. WI values
Mixture
1
2
3
4
5
6
a Numbers

WI (,10– 2 )
Marshall cylindrical
specimen
1,20
1,51
1,59
1,54
2,29
0,84

Slab specimena
1,18,
1,43,
1,42,
1,22,
1,97,
0,66,

1,21
1,49
1,50
1,21
1,97
0,65

(1,20)
(1,46)
(1,46)
(1,22)
(1,97)
(0,66)

in round brackets are the average value.

Fig 5. A steel roller compactor

duce a slab HMA mixture specimen with straight asphalt
of Pen 60/80, namely a temperature of 120,0 ˚C, a pressure
of 0,475 MPa and a passing number of 25 times. Fig 5
shows the steel roller compactor.
The slab specimens were prepared as a duplicate for
each type of HMA mixture. The specimens were prepared
at respective OAC of the six HMA mixtures mentioned in
Table 6. Table 7 illustrates pertinent properties of all slab
specimens.
4. Data analysis and discussion
Table 8 illustrates WI values. The WI values were calculated by equation (1) and considered values of VIG, VIM,
Vbe, V>2,36 and V<2,36 illustrated in Tables 2, 6 and 7.
Fig 6 illustrates a comparison between WI values of
the Marshall cylindrical specimens and those of the slab
specimens. The relationship has a high coefficient of determination (R2). Fig 6 indicates that WI consistently identifies workability property of the six HMA mixtures for the
Marshall cylindrical specimens and those of the slab specimens. It seems that the index is applicable to identify workability of HMA specimens, even though the specimens are
fabricated with different compactors.
Fig 7 illustrates a relationship between stone content
and WI values. WI of HMA mixtures were low when the
fraction of stone or sand within the HMA mixture was high.
Interlocking between aggregates makes the aggregates being difficult to displacement by the compaction. Alternatively, for mixture 6 with sand fraction 66 %, a high sand
content increases viscosity of asphalt mastic, As a result,
the mixture may be difficult to compact.
A past research reported that a blend of aggregates
following the maximum density line would be the easiest
to compact because individual aggregates particles all “fit
together” properly [5]. The specification of wearing course
mixture in Indonesia employs the Fuller curve as the gradation with a maximum density. Fig 7 predicts that WI value

Fig 6. A comparison between WI values of the Marshall cylindrical specimens and those of the slab specimens

Fig 7. A relationship between stone content and WI
a

The standard of wearing course mixture in Indonesia defines
that, in the Fuller curve, 61 % of mineral aggregates are retained
by sieve size 2,36 mm. b ARZ is above the restricted zone. c BRZ
is below the restricted zone

can be high when HMA mixture uses aggregate gradation
falling slightly above the Fuller curve. Sand fraction in the
aggregate gradation is slightly more than stone fraction.
Fig 8 illustrates a simple model of the aggregate gradation
structure employing spherical aggregates assembly. Sand
particles within the aggregate gradation loose contacts be-
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Fig 8. Sand layers reduce interlocking of stone particles

Fig 9. Interceptors reduce aggregates packing

tween stone particles, so interlocking of stone particles is
weak and, as a result, the stone particles are easily shifted
by the compaction load. Alternatively, the sand particles
give a ball-bearing effect, so stone particles are easily shifted
by compaction load. In both cases workability of HMA
mixture can be improved.
Mixtures 4 and 5 were above the restricted zone. Stone
fraction of mixture 5 was higher than that of mixture 4.
However, mixture 5 had WI higher than that of mixture 4.
Table 4 illustrates that gradation 5 did not satisfy the Bailey criterion for CA ratio. When the CA ratio stays outside
the recommended values, the Bailey method testifies that
there are too much interceptors and/or fine sand in the gradation. Fig 9 illustrates how the interceptors reduce the
densest packing of backbone aggregates and create additional voids. The extra voids in aggregate gradation structure may be occupied by asphalt. As illustrated in Table 6,
OAC of mixture 5 was slightly higher that that of mixture
4. Since mixture 5 had higher OAC and stone particles
within the mixture could be separated by sand layers, thus
it could be possible that workability of mixture 5 was higher
than that of mixture 4.
Past researchers reported that HMA mixtures employing aggregate gradation passing above the restricted zone
could be less workable than those employing aggregate
gradation passing below the restricted zone [1]. WI values
of mixture 6 shown in Table 8 and Fig 7 confirm the past
finding.
5. Conclusions
Conclusions of this study can be summarised as follows:
1.This study has developed a dimensionless index of
WI to evaluate workability of HMA mixtures, WI employs
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VIG, VIM, Vbe, (MAV/BAV), and f simultaneously illustrates
the workability of HMA mixture.
2.WI consistently evaluates workability property of
the six HMA mixtures for the Marshall cylindrical specimens and those of the slab specimen. It seems that the index is applicable to identify workability of HMA specimens, even though the specimens are fabricated with different compactors.
3.WI of HMA mixture was low when the fraction of
stone or sand within the HMA mixture was high. Interlocking of aggregates makes the aggregates difficult to be displaced by compaction. WI of HMA mixture can be high,
when the HMA mixture uses aggregate gradation falling
slightly above the Fuller curve. Sand particles within the
aggregate gradation loose contacts with stone particles, so
interlocking between stone particles is weak and, as a result, stone particles are easily shifted by the compaction
load.
4.Interceptors reduce the densest packing of backbone
aggregates and create additional voids. The extra voids in
aggregate gradation structure may be occupied by asphalt.
When the asphalt content is larger and the sand layers separate stone particles, workability of HMA mixture employing aggregate gradations above the restricted zone may increase.
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